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scrubber. In addition to these there is a simple form of separ-
ator through, which the gas passes on its way from the producer
to the scrubber, and In. which it deposits the heavier particles of
chust \?Mch are carried over from the producer. A box is also
px*o "vlded "between, the scrubber and the engine, to act as a res€r-
voix, from which the engine can draw a regular supply of gas.
_ L. Method of Gas Production.—In this method of gas production
air and steam at atmospheric pressure are drawn through incan-
descent fuel by the motion of the engine, the oxygen, hydrogen
ancl carbon combining ia the producer to form a combustible gas
w^ltlch Is suitable for power purposes. No boiler for pro Tiding
steam under pressure is required, and no gasometer, the engine
generating its supply of gas by the motion of the piston in the
cylinder. The fuel used must be anthracite coal or coke (bitu-
minous coal must not "be used). The steam is generated in an
evaporator which is heated by the fire in the gas producer. The
air- is drawn into the producer over the surface of the heated water
in. the evaporator and In passiag takes up the steam which It tlien.
carries through the producer.
2.	General Instructions.—The coal used should be passed through
a  sieve and no pieces under J ia. (5 mm.) should be used.   The
most suitable size is | in. to 1 in. (16 mm. to 25 mm.}.    Coal
Is not only of no'value, "but It tends to stop up the pipes and
interfere with the working of the plant. The fuel should not be
moistened ""before it is used. All the moisture required should be
pr-ovided la the iorm of steam and pass through the fire in the
ordinary way as described "below. The eyaporator should always
"bo kept full of -water to the overflow pipe. A water supply
"bo provided for the evaporator and the coke scrubber, and a drain
"fco carry away the water from the scrubber. In any installation
of this type, the engine should be erected as close to the pro-
ciiicer as practicable so that the connecting pipes between the two
are as short arid direct as caa be arranged.
3.	To Start the Gas Producer after Erection or Gleaning.—Before
starting it is of the greatest importance to s-ee that all the piping,
cocks, and various vessels which go to make up the gas-producing
plant sTi&uld be air tight, as the apparatus when in operation Is
siabjected to an excess of atmospheric pressure from without.   If
tlae various parts of the plant are not airtight, the ak which
in 'will interfere "wiila. the quality of the gas and make It poorer.
For this reason the whole apparatus should he tested after erection
to' prove the soundness of the joints, the test being carried out aa
follows : Heferring to the illustration, if all the openings are closed
except the cock E, and air is then blown into the apparatus by th&
biand fan A, the \rarious joints can be tested with a light. If air
or gas escapes from the joints it will be" at once detected. This
test should "be made periodically to see that everything is la order.

